The 2nd edition of the IADIS International Conference on Information Systems was held in Barcelona, Spain, during 25 to 27 February, 2009.

This conference was organized by the International Association for Development of the Information Society (IADIS).

This IS Conference aimed to address the issues related to design, development and use of IS in organisations from a socio-technological perspective, as well as to discuss IS professional practice, research and teaching. The conference was structured along with five main tracks such as: IS in Practice, Technology Infrastructures and Organisational Processes, IS Design, Development and Management Issues and Methodologies, IS Professional Issues, IS Research and IS Learning and Teaching.

This conference had 182 submissions from more than 35 countries. Each submission had been anonymously reviewed by an average of four independent reviewers, to secure the final high standard of the accepted submissions. Out of the papers submitted, 45 received blind reviewer ratings that signified acceptability for publication as full papers (acceptance rate below 25%), while some others were published as short papers, reflection papers, posters and doctoral papers.

Extended versions of the best papers were selected to be published in:


This second edition, besides the papers’ presentations also featured a keynote presentation given by Professor Barry Eaglestone, Department of Information Studies, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK and a conference tutorial presented by Professor Paul Nieuwenhuysen from Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium.

**Keynote Presentation:**

“INFORMATION SYSTEMS SUPPORT FOR CREATIVITY AND INDIVIDUALITY: HOW TO EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED”

by Dr Barry Eaglestone - Department of Information Studies, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK
Conference Tutorial:
“INFORMATION RETRIEVAL IN A WORLD OF SCATTERED INFORMATION SOURCES”

by Paul Nieuwenhuysen Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussel, Belgium
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